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Iln'RODUCTION

Social hierarchies based on the do:mi.Dant or subordinate behavior

of every i.Ddividual toward all others of the

oup have bee

for many vertebrate enimsJs from fish to man .

Investigators have lmow

(Masure 8lld J.lee , 1934; Allee, 1951 ; Collias, 1944; Do

described

lis, 1948) that

in herds of larger mammals where one can distinguish different individuals , the group may be organized with a dominant leader and frequently

ea ,

\dth subleaders that stand out above the col!1Illon run of the herd (
1951) .

Further, it has been found ths.t flocks of birds are organized

into a social hierarchy with a recognized social order that runs through

the e~tire flock .

In 1913 Scbjelderup-Ebbe established a peck-order in flocks of
domestic fowls based on the peck- right •1

His procedure 'WB.s as follovs :

The dominant hen was placed at the top of the social. hierarchy; that is,
the despot or alpha hen pecked all other hens in the nock witbo t being

pecked in return .

The beta hen was placed second in rank be cause she

pecked all m bers in the flock except the despot, or alpha hen.

Ea.ch

additional hen w.s classified eccording to the n1ltlbar of pecks received.

until the omega hen was found , which vas the one pecked by all and which
pecked

none . She was placed at the bottom of the social order (Collias,

1944) .

It i

believed by Douglis (1948) that dominance-subordillation

patterns of behavior in flocks of hens are based on the ability of hens
to recognize each other individually end are influenced by such factors

1AJ.lee, W.• C. , 1951. Cooperation Among Animals
cations . Uew York: Doubleday and Doran , pp . 125- 130 .
1

~ Human

Im:cli-
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as heredity, previous experience, physiological conditions , and the physical environment of each individual fowl in the flock.
Collias (1944) claimed that the social order of the domestic
chicken was based upon the so-called peck- right.

He further observed

that this order was complicated by triangles where birds lower in the
social order pecked superiors.

He felt that the peck- right among birds

was usually won at the first or one of the first contacts between each
pair of hens.

These group organizations have been shown by Guhl and Allee

(1945) to have advantages for the group as well as for the individuals of
which it is composed and operate to increase mutual toleration within the
group .

Potter (1949) states that organized flocks tend to oppose stran-

gers and fight to prevent them from joining the group.

Social organiza-

tions of a similar nature have been reported for birds belonging to wild

and semi-wild flocks (Douglis, 1948) . According to Douglis, similar
results were reported in 1939 by Emlen for valley quail, in 1942 by
Hammerstrom for chickadees, and in 1944 Jenkins reported for geese.
Other authors that observed similar results were Odum (1941) for chickadees, and Sabine (1951) for juncos .
Questions have been raised concerning the following interactions
that may lead to assimilation in the establishment of social organization
The following factors have been found to

in flocks of domestic .fowl.

influence assimil ation:

(1) Older hens

a.re

usually despots over younger hens

(2)

Males are usually despots over females

(3)

Sick hens
despots

(4)

Character of first peck contacts sometimes determines social
ranking

may

become subordinate to hens over which they were

3
(5)

Birds fight best in their ow flock territories

(6)

Birds fight best in company of their residential partners
-when introduced to new groups in new territory

(7)

The laying cycle of hens affects the intensity of the fight

Guhl (1950) wrking vi.th three flocks o:f White Leghorn hens

observed a straight line hierarchy in the groups as well as a peculiar
status for each female at the time of coitus.

During the experiment, he

caged the males in the presence of the females and released them singly
using a system of rotation.

At the peak of the laying cycle each flock

was divided into subgroups according to three levels in the dominance
order.

\nien this division uas made, it was found that changes appeared

in the initial positions of relative domination and subordination.

The

males were then distributed in rotation among the three subflocks in order
to determine the influence of high social status upon receptivity.

The

rates at vhicb the females in each level (of dominance) crouched for
males were used as a measure of relative receptivity.

The result of the

above investigation proved that hens in the top third of dominance crouched
less frequently than those of the middle of the bottom third when subnocked.
Collias (1944) made a statistical analysis of the factors resulting in the dominance-subordination relations among chickens .

He found

that the tvo most important factors were the output of thyroxin (indicated
by molt changes) and the output of testosterone propionate (male hormone

which controls comb size) .

According to his study, social rank in the

home £lock had less influence, while the weight of the birds was of small
importance.
Allee, Collias and Lutherman (1939) made o. study

o:f

how the social

order in flocks of hens might be modified by injections of testosterone
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propionate.

They observed that injections of adequate amounts of testos-

terone propionate into the omega hen in a flock caused this hen to rise
steadily from her subordinate position to the top of the social hierarchy
within the flock .

The evidence for this conclusion was based upon the

great number of proportional pecks given by this bird .
The importance of the influence of testicular hormones upon the
social organization of birds was also investigated by Arrington and Fox
(1952) .

In their research on adrenal fluids and androgen contents of the

testes, they found that the comb growth r ate of the experimental fowls
paralleled the secretion of testicular hormone.

As the amounts of the

androgens were increased, the size and weight of the combs of the birds
correspondingly increased.
In lower vertebrates, G. K. Noble (1938) found a straight line

hierarchy in sword tail fish.

By cooling the water he was able to dis-

tinguish sex drive from dominance drive. Evans (1936) observed in the
America.~ chameleon a type of hierarchy 'Where the despot inhibits aggressive relations bet~reen his subordinates.
Among vertebrates, the dominant-subordinate relationship phenomenon leads to the establishment of social rank which in most cases is
decided by fighting, bluffing, or passive sul::mission at the initial
encounter between a given pair of individuals or by an early series of
such encounters .
Beeman and Allee (1945), Beeman (1947), Carpenter (1942) have
observed dominance-subordination relations in groups of rats, mice, and
monkeys.

These investigators have reported that fighting or threats of

fighting were important in helping establish a dominance status . Further,
Carpenter has found that with some mammals, the entire social group is as
dominant in relation to other groups as the dominance of the group despot.

5
For example, berdes of rhesus monkeys have been observed to act as

unit

in driving invaders from a com.ion territory.

Scott (1942) in an expe iment using three hi

y inbred str

s
.fight-

of mice found consistent difference in the unconditioned prelimiD
ing behavior of thee animals .

Ginsblrgh and Allee (1942) used these same

strains in a study of the social effects of conditioning .

They found

consistent evidence of unconditioned differences in both prel.u1L.i..uc:u
fighting patterns and the ability of these mice to tin inte strain combats .1
Billillgslea (19.U) end Hall and 10.ien (1942) ... ound rats selective-

ly bred for emotionality under certain experimental conditions were markedly
less aggressive toward other rats than were those selectively
nonemotionality in the same situ tions .

Other

d for

tudie , particularly with

rats, have linked aggressiveness with both physical characteristic

(coat

color) and other behavioristic differences, such as '"'1ldness, aggressive
behavior toward other aniJDals 'Which may or may not bo linked "'1.th aggressiveness toward the keeper .

ccording to Beeman (1947) , Ginsburgh aod

Allee state that their C-5? black mice, which were most ag ressive toward

other mice, were most pacific toward the keeper .

She further stated that

albinos, the moat subnissive strain to ard other mice, were the

ost ag-

gressive toward man .

In view of the re ognized knowledge of

any genetic and biosocial

factors influencing doroinsnne- subordi.nation patterns of behavior among so.me
pure bred b eeds of Gallus Gallus, Hyline Legnorn hens .1ere chosen for this
study because it was thought it might be revealing to detenune how the
1Douglis , Marjorie P., 1948. "Social actors Influencing the Hier.
chies of Small Flocks of ,ens,n Physiological Zoology, 21 :147-49 .
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dominance-subordination patterns of behavior in flocks of inbred hybrid
flocks of hens compare with other pure bred breeds of hens in the group
Gallus Gallus .
This report is designed to describe the following:

(1) The social patterns of dominance- subordination relations in the
organization of flocks of Hyline Leghorn hens .
(2)

The social interaction of Hyline Leghorn hens who are members of
more than one flock .

(3)

How these inbred hybrid hens react toward one another in their residential flocks , or home flocks .
The following terms used in this research are hereby defined:

(1)

Flock, indicates a number of hens grouped in the same pen. Flock
and group have been used as synonyms.

(2)

Home flock, the original flock in wich an experimental hen is a
member.

(3)

Resident hens, members of a flock which are never moved to other
flocks.

The terms "hen" and "bird" are synonymous.

(4) Visitor hen§, those that are present

in a flock other than the home

flock for a short period of time; i . e . , one hour daily.
(5)

Part-time member, a hen which is not permanently present w.i.th the
flock; i . e ., one which is moved from one flock to another, spending
part of its time in each. This term includes absentee hens , visitors,
and transient.

(6)

Absentee members, hens that are taken away from their home flock and
spend a limited amount of time when introduced to a second flock .

(7)

Transient, hens which are part-time members of the flocks 'With 'Which
they spend the night.

7

(8)

Dominant or alpha hen, the top- ranking hen of the hierarchy.

(The

alpha hen in most cases can peck all other hens without being pecked
in return. )

(9) Beta, gamma, delta, and so on do"1tl to omega, low-er positions or rank
in the hierarchy of a flock of birds.

(10) Assimilated member of a flock, a hen \lhich feeds with the others, is
not chased when on the floor, and does not apparently avoid the other
members of the group continuously.
(11)

Unassimilated member of a flock, a hen obviously avoiding the other
hens, does not feed with the flock , and is chased whenever she comes
near a member of the group.

MATERIAIS

-n METHODS

Inbred hybrid hens of the Pleasant Grove
fed Layena, cracked corn, green vegetables, milo

were employed in this study.

vian Farm, 1 which were

ai.ze, and oyster shell, 2

At approximately t-wo years o:f age these hens

were purchased and separated into three groups, each group consistin
six hens .

of

The hens were identified by the observer by colored stripes

which vere painted 'With Tem:pco nonpoisonous show c

d colors on

ioue

parts of the bird I a body as well as by eans of colored plastic leg bands .
After each hen w.s marked for identification purposes and separated \litbout regard to weight or size, she was placed in an experimental pen for
twenty- two days .

The observation pens vere constructed to the rear of

the yard of a Mr . and Mrs . Hodgera 3 whose propert;} was used because of
convenience ror the experimenter .
and fifty feet long .

The space used was fifteen feet Yide

This space was subdivided so as to have three dif-

ferent sections sixteen and six-tenths feet long
for the construction of experimental pens .
development of the territories for each
wire .
server .

d fifteen feet wide

The fences erected for the
ock were constructed of chicken

Each fence erected was adapted vi th a gate for entrance of the obThe manner in • ich the pens were constructed placed Pen 1 and

l.rne

source of the inbred hybrid hens was from the Pleasant Grove
These hens were a cross between Rhode Island ed variety of
Gallus Gallus, New Hampshire eds for several generations of back crossing ,
and White Leghorn cockerels inbred for desirable traits . The first cross
between the
· te Leghorn cockerel and inbred hybrid clan in the above gave
them the trade name , F:,line Leghorn .
:vian Farm.

2-rhe source of the food used in this experiment was from Checker

Board Feed Company, IBllas , Texas .
3 Kindly supplied by .fr . and Mrs . Jesse
:venue , Dallas, Texas .
8

edgers, 5023 Oakland
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Pen 2, and Pen 2 and Pen .3 in the same vista.

Pen 2, because of its posi-

tion, blinded all occupants in Pen 1 from Pen ,3 .
with adaptations for protection of the birds.

Each pen vas provided

Pen 1 was provided with a

hen house containing four nests and a roost raised three feet from the
ground .

Pen 2 and Pen 3 were adapted each with

COilh"tlOn

box-like structures

(four feet wide, five feet long, four feet high) for protection of the
flocks.
Nests for laying purposes were arranged on the fence line by each
shelter.

The ground space for each pen was composed of sand and very

small gravel (pea gravel) which was cleaned daily.

The experimentaJ.

period covered fifty- eight days.
During the first twenty- t~o- day experimental period, these hens
were observed from thirty minutes to one hour to establish a definite
peck-order, and to study the interacti on of each hen in the residential
flock of wich she ~as a member.

To establish a peck-order for the three

flocks of Byline Leghorn hens, the observer sat quietly outside of the
pens and recorded the peck contacts of the birds .

When two birds came in

contact with each other and one was pecked and retreated, this one was
considered by the observer as the subservient member of the two in the
peck contact.

Also, a bird was considered the subservient member if she

retreated when another bird made a motion of pecking at her.

In cases

where there was exchange of pecks between two birds, the bird which retreated from combat was considered the subservient member of the two .
At the termination of this twenty-two-day experimental period,
the omega hen in Group 1 was placed in Pen .2.; the delta hen from Group 2
-was placed in Pen 3 and the gamma hen from Group 3 "Was placed in Pen 1 for
thirty-six days to establish the peck-order for transient hens in experimental flocks.

During the thirty-six-day experimental period, the transient

10

hen from each group was returned to the home flock for thirty minutes per
day for the purpose of feeding and observing.
Ea.ch hen throughout the entire fifty- eight- day experimental period

was dusted once a veek as a propholaxis for ecto-parasites and each nest
treated with nicotine- sulfate as a preventative measure against other avian
parasitea .

Further, each group was fed approximately one and one fourth

pounds of food twice each day. Fresh drinking water was provided for each
group "ad. lib. 11

EXPERJMEl-ll' AL RF.5ULT S

The results of the observations dating from March 4 to pril 26,
1954, during vhiob time the social status of ee.ch hen in the three experimental groups was established, is shown in Tables I , II, and III.
Table I show thee was a straight line peck-order among residential. members of flock 1.

13ird

~

was the despot for flock 1 , giving

pecks to a1l of the birds within the nock,
none .

t receiving pecks fro

001 was the beta bird in the flock who did not pee

all the other residential. members of the flock .

YYi,

RR1 but pecked

e

amma bird in

the flock, did not peck the alpha bird and beta bird , but pecked all
TABLE I . SOCIAL I IE.~CHY Il FI.OCK 1 BEFO
MEMBER

Number
Pecked

1i'

ThT

CTIO

Percent age
Pecks Given

0

p

-TlliE

Percentage
1.oceived

Rank

en

Pecked

R 1#

GGi IY1 BI3i YJ3i

00i

5

49 . 6

!Bi_

001

4

26 . 6

12. 01

Beta

yyl

BB1 YB1 001

3

9.4

21. 7

Gamma

Bl3i

YBl 001

2

8.4

21 . 1

Delta

!Bi_

001

1

5.8

20 . 4

Epsilon

0

o.o

22. ?

Omega

GGl

yyl BB:i_

0 1

Alpha

#Arabic numerals at the lover right of symbol for hen indicate flock
number .
other

J

mbers of the residential flock .

This straight line hierarchy

extended dowm.rard to OOi_ , the o ega bird who received pecks f r om all of
the birds in the flock but did not peck any of the members of her residential nook .

Thus , 001 ranked the lo-west member in the social hierar chy
11

12

of f lock.
Table I further illustrates the percentage of pecks given and received, along with the raitlc of hens that gained peck-right over subordinates
in flock 1.
On

April 14, 1954 a shift in position of YB1 was caused by the death

of 001 , lovering YB:t_ in rank to the omega position.

:~n

autopsy revealed that

001 had very little adipose tissue accumulated in her body, a small quantity
of grain, grit, and several large red ants were found in her crop.
caus

of her death was not completely determined .

The actual

Therefore, further discus-

sion of this case would be without significance to the study.
Table II presents data on the peck-order among residential members
of flock 2.

BW2 was the despot for flock 2, giving pecks to all of the birds

within the flock, but receiving pecks from none.
TABLE II. SOCIAL HIERARCHY

Hen

PW2 w.s the beta bird in

rn FLOCK 2 BEFORE IlrTRODUOTIO:N OF PART-TIME MEMBER
Number
Pecked

Pecked

Percentage
Pecks Given

Percentage
Received

Rank

PW2 RW2 BY2 yp2 RB2

5

52.5

PW2

RW2 BY2 yp2 RB2

4

19.0

09 .5

Beta

RW2

BY2 YP2 RB 2

3

21.8

16.2

Gamma

BY2

yp2 RB2

2

3.2

24.6

Delta

YP2

RB2

l

3.5

18.7

Epsilon

0

o.o

31.0

Omega

BW,jl

RB2

Alpha

#Arabic numerals at the lower right of symbol for hen indicate flock number.
the flock who did not peck BW2 but pecked all other residential members of the
flock.

RW2 , the garmna bird "Who did not peck any of the dominant birds above

her in social rank, but pecked all subordinates in social rank beneath her.
This straight line peck-order extended downward to RB 2 , the omega bird in
the flock who received aJ..1 of the pecking from members of flock, and in return gave none.

The .followiJJ.g results were o btai.ned in Table II.
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It is perhaps significant to observe that the social status of flock
2 is reflected in the pecking proportions of pecks given and received by members of the flock.
Table III shows that there was a straight line hierarchy for flock

J.

GR:J was the despot of the group and was placed at the top of the hierarchy of

flock 3 for pecking all of the birds in the flock 'Without being pecked in resecond hen, YY3 , pecked all other members of the flock except the

turn.

top ranking hen, GR3 •

Thus the social interaction that went on in flock 3

grouped the birds as follows: alpha rank , G~; beta. rank, YY3 ; gamma rank,

n 3;

delta rank, 003 ; epsilon rank, PR3 ; and omega rank, SB3 •

Table Ill

presents the percentage of pecks given and received along with the rank of
birds during the organization of the social hierarchy of nook 3.
TABLE III. SOCIAL HIERARCHY IN FLOCK

Number
Pecked

Pecked

Hen

3 BEFORE INTRODUCTION OF PART-TIME MEMBERS

P13

Percentage
Pecks Given

Percentage
Received

Rank

SB3

5

54.1

YY3
YB3

YB.3 GG3 P~ SB.3
GG.3 PR3 SB3

4

13.7

9.4

3

18.2

13.7

Gamma.

GG3

PRJ SB3
SB3

2

10.1

19.5

Delta

1

3.9

30.0

Epsilon

0

o.o

27.4

Onega

G~#

PR3

Yl3

YB3 GG3

SB.3

Alpha
Beta

#Arabic numerals at the lower right of symbol for hen indicates the flock
number.
The results of introduction of transient hens from their residential
flocks were as follows.

When YB1 , the omega bird of flock 1,

\olaS

introduced

into flock 2 (Pen 2), she approached the feeding tray and vas met by RW2 (the
gamma hen of flock 2) in peck contact.

This encounter stimulated Bw2 «the

alpha hen) to join with her resident partner, RW2 , in a fight to block the
aggressive approach of YB1 toward the feeding tray in Pen 2.

The fight ended

14
on being beaten in her first encounter v.1.th mem-

with YB in retreat. YBi.,
1
bers of flock 2, retired to the southwest corner of the pen for protection.

'When YB was introduced to flock 2 {Pen 1) , her first encounter \18.s
3

vith RRi_.

A

terrific battle developed from this group introduction, and in

the heated engagement between the two hens, YB3 was beaten off and chased by
the other me:nbers o:f the flock .

GG1 and BBi were observed as the members of

the flock who joined vith RR1 in the fighting encounter against YB3, who was
chased aroUDd the pen several times w-ttil she found protection in the hen
house.
The adjust:nent of transient hens in experimental flocks took place
in this manner.
On

YB:i_

vas introduced into eJ<perimental flock 2, April 26.

the next day she was returned to her residential flock (flock l) duri.Dg

the feeding period.

She wnt to the feed tray and started eating, apparent-

ly unnoticed, vith other residential members of the flock .

later she was returned to her experimental flock .
an effort to feed there.

m1 ,
2

ers and made peck contact \Ii th
pecked Yl3:i. causing

YJ3i

Thirty minutes

Later she was seen making

who was already feeding, ruffed up her feath-

YJ3i.

The tw hens exchanged pecks .

to move to the other side of the circular feeding

tray between YP2 and RB2 •

Then YBi_ pecked YP2 several times .

back from the feeding tray and stopped feeding for a moment.
who was pecked next by

RW
2

YBi,

retreated from the feeding tray.

2 stepped

YP

Suddenly RB2 ,
In this manner

IB:i_ established herself during her five week period in the delta level of the
social hierarchy of the experimental flock (flock 2) .

Also , another phase

of adjustment of YBi_ 1n the eJ<peri.l!lental £lock was suhnitting to pecks from

hens in the alpha, beta, and g8I!l!Ila rank of the dominant section of the experimentaJ. flock .
The assimilation of the transient hen,
the following stages:

YI3:i.,

was accompli shed through

(1) a fight and pecking period, (2) being accepted at

15
the feeding tray by members of the experimental flock, and (3) willfully
submitting to pecks from superior members of flock 2.
Table IV shows the social interaction of transient hen YB1 after
Although this bird gave 7 .9% of the

being placed in experimental flock 2 .

pecks in this experimentaJ. group, she received 20 . 5%of the pecks .

Note that

these proportional pecks received were less than the 40 . 8% she obtained in
her residentiaJ. flock where she was the omega bird .

It was also of interest

that YB1 did not peck a:ny birds in her home flock , but was dominant to two
birds in her experimental flock .
TABLE IV . SOCIAL STATUS OF T,.
______PE-•=R=IME=NTAL FLOCK

SIEIIT HEN YB1 Ill RESIDElITIAL FLOCK AND EX-

In Residential Flock 1
Hen

Gave

Received

RR1#

46. 8

oo.o

GGl

29. 4

yyl

In Experimental Flock 2

Hen

Gave

Received

Alpha

BW2

33 . 4

oo .o

Alpha

11.4

Beta

PW2

33 .7

06.4

Beta

14. 2

20 . 6

Gamma

RW2

17 . 9

16.7

Gamma

BB1

99. 5

27 . 2

Delta

*YB¼

07. 9

20 . 5

Delta

~l

oo .o

40 . 8

Omega

yp2

07 . 2

25 . 3

Epsilon

RB2

oo .o

31 . 0

Omega

001

Rank

deceased

Rank

Figures are in percent of totaJ. pecks for a given period .
#Arabic nmnerals at the lower right of symbol for hen indicate flock
number .
*Experimental hen in transient .
On 1 pril 26, BY 2 , the delta bird of flock 2, was introduced to nook
3 (Pen 3) .

Immediately she moved into the experimental gr oup and pecked her

way into the g8,JT!Ill.a position of nock J .

YY3 •

She made peck contacts with GGJ and

In this peck contact triad , BY2 forced GG3 from the feeding tray first

and YY3 failed to ret'll.l:'n pecks to BY2 •

Table V shows that BY2 r eceived 2 . 5%

more pecks in flock 3 than in her residential flock , but raised herself to a
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higher level in the social hierarchy of the experimental flock .

In her resi-

dential flock she gave 11. 5% of the pecks as against 20.3% received, but only
gained the delta position in the social hierarchy of the residential flock .
Her adjustment in flock 3 went through the following stages: (1)
maintaining enough aggressiveness to establish herself as the gamma bird in
flock 3, (2) quickly gaining the ability to mingle and feed as a subordinate
newcomer with members of the newly formed group .
The day after BY2 had been placed in experimental flock 3 she was
returned to her residential flock .

She was observed feeding a.long Yi th

other members of her home flock without difficulty .

BY2 received the usual

pecks from superior members of this flock which normally classified her in
the lower rank of the group .

It is shown in Table V that she maintained her

rank as the delta bird in her residential group, flock 2, (Pen 2) .
TABLE V.

SOCIAL STATUS OF TRANSIENT HEN BY2 nr RESIDENTIAL FLOCK AND EXPERIMENTAL FLOCK

In Residential Flock 2

Hen

Gave

BW2#

42. 6

PW2

25 .1

RWz

Received

Rank

Hen

In Experi.m.entaJ. Flock J
Gave
Received
Rank

Alpha

G~

47 . 8

66.4

Beta

YY3

30.3

13 . 6

Beta

1.3 . 8

13 . 6

Gamma

*BY2

15 .4

22 . 8

Gamma

*BY2

11.5

20 .3

Delta

GG.3

06.6

27 . 2

Delta

YP 2

07 . 1

26. 7

Epsilon

ffi:3

oo.o

36. 4

Qnega

RB2

oo.o

33 .0

Qn.ega

SBJ

Deceased

Alpha

Figures are in percent of total pecks for a given period.
#Arabic numerals at the lower right of symbol for hen indicate flock number.
~erimental transient hen .
After thirty minutes of feeding time with her home fiock, BY 2 was

returned to her new group, flock J .

Here she was observed for definite
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patterns of behavior with other members of the experimenttl flock.

Her rank

continued to be the same as established during the first encounter in this
experimental flock .
YBJ was returned on April Z'7 to her residential flock, (flock 3) .

This change was made during the feeding period.

She was observed feeding

along "'1th other members of the nock.

YB maintained her gazm::la position in
3
her residential group, but ws forced down to the omega position in the experimental group.
tion periods.

YB vas beaten in combat several times during her rota-

3

This response to the members of the experimental flock, (nock

1), conditioned YB for omega rank in the experimental flock hierarchy.
3
During the first encounters with hens in the experimental flock, the new-

comer YB walked around the pen at feeding tit:le, made aggressive moves

3

toward the circular f"ood trough and served as a stimulus hen to drav the

alpha hen, RR:i_, into a pecking encounter that resulted in a heated fight .

GG , recognizing the struggle between her residential flockmate and the new1
comer, ran to the assistance of R81_. This encounter with the two residential
members of flock l. caused YB:3 to retreat.
in the chase.

The interaction caused BB:i_ to join

YJ3:3 circled the pen several times, ran into the hen house, and

hid betveen the nest and the wall of the house for protection.
encounter in nock 1, (Pen l) seemed to condition
rank in the hierarchy of flock 1 .

n3

This first

for a very low social

YB was frequently chased by resident
3

members from one position of the pen to another.

She was not allowed to

feed 'With other members of the flock, and furthermore tended to remain away
from the residential flock in order to avoid all contact.
In 19.34, Schjelderup-Ebbe observed that on first encounters vith

resident hens, newcomers had to fight, show sul:mission, or avoid contact
with members of the residential flock.

1

In the case of YB in experimental
3

1t1asure and Allee, 19.34. "The Social Order in Flocks of the Common
Chicken and the Pigeon, " Auk 51:.306-27.
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flock 1 , she was subjugated to inferiori ty because of the subservient position
she assumed and an avoidance mechanism that stimulated the hens to peck or
chase her about the various areas of the pen.

Table VI shows she was estab-

lished as an omega ben in neck 1 and received 23 .3% more pecks from dominant
members of the experimental flock than in her residential flock .
The dominance- subordination patterns of behavior of YBJ passed through
three e:,cperimental stages .

(1) For the first three weeks of the obser ation

period, she was totally a non-acceptable member of the

oup as was demon-

strated by her staying aw.y fl'om residential. me ibere of the flock and seeking

cover in the recesses of Pen 1.

(2) lAlring the last veek of observation she

was noticed slowly working her w.y into the lower rank of the social hier-

arcl:zy" of the experimental flock .

(3) YB3 was gradually accepted at feeding

time with other members of the flock .

Her adjustment was characterized 1n

her approach to the feed tray with other members of the eJ<Per·

ntal group,

and fina.l acceptance as a subservient omega hen in flock 1 .
SOCIAL STATUS OF TRANSIE?'ll' HEI' YB3 n· RESID TIAL FLOCK AND EXPERJMFliTAL. CK
In Residential Flock 3
In Experimental Flock 1
Hen
Gave ."leceived
Gave
ceived
Raillc
Hen
Rank

TABLE VI .

GR:l'

41. 4

YY3

28 . 6

-m3

Alpha

~

46. 8

13 . 0

Beta

GGl

29.4

ll .4

Beta

17. 6

17 . 6

Gamma

YY1

14.2

20 . 6

Gamma

GG3

12. 5

27 . 8

Delta

BB1

09 . 5

v .2

Delta

~

oo.o

41. 6

Omega

*YB3

oo.o

40 .s

Omega

SB3

Deceased

--

001

Alpha

Deceased

Figures are in percent of total pecks for a given period .
#Arabic numerals at the lower right of symbol for hen indicate flock number.
*Experimental transient hen .
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Data summarized in Table VI shows the rank of YB3 as a transient
member of experimental nock 1 and part- time member in residential noek J.

DISCUSS IO
"There exists among flocks of birds , even though they may be identical to the human eye , a graded series of reactions 'Within the flock that allow
observers to rank the birds in the order of their social dominance .

This

social order may be relatively bard ar.d fast, as with hens, or more loosely
organized on a give-and-take basis as among pigeons and canaries . 111
foregoing experimental investigations revealed the following:

The

(1) hens

pecked and fought for social supremacy in their residential flocks;

(2) hens

ate together without extreme social tension when finally assimilated into
experimental flocks or residential flocks; and (3) engaged in other social
activities (e . g ., treading the feathers of each other around the base of the
comb with their mandibles , pecking affectionately the wattles of partners in
the flock, and combs of more friendly fowls) usually not experienced by unass:i.milated members .

Further, birds that are assi ' lated in organized necks

dust and sun together in the ground matrix of the pen without avoiding one
another .

Allee (1951) observed that individuals in unchanged flocks pecked

each other less, ate more, maintained weight better, and laid more eggs than
did their fellows in flocks steadily undergoing reorganization.

This appar-

ently indicates that social organization in flocks is of value not as an end
in itself but because it tends to reduce fighting and other anti-social
activities in flocks .
During the first encounters with resident hens as a group, the transient hens oftimes fought, sometimes passively submitted to being pecked, or
1

Allee, W. C. , 1951. Cooperation Among Animals With Human Implicatio s .
ew York: Schuman, 134-35 pp.
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avoided the resident members of the flock .

The description of this sort

of interaction and subsequent peck-right which has been established 1n
the .flocks showed that dominance- subordination patterns of behavior existed in flocks undergoing the process of organization by the assimilation of
flockmates .
According to Masure et. al . (1934) , when birds met for the first
ti.me one of the three following situations developed .
be frightened and give in without a fight .

(2)

(1) One bird might

Hens might be frightened

with the one overcoming her fright first, becoming the despot.

(3) 1 either

was afraid and a battle took place, the winner of which became the despot.
In the investigator ' s study, particular situations developed t.hat

vere in agreement with AJ.lee (1951) .
lows:

The cases in agreement vere as fol-

Table I show that during the assimilation period of flock 1,

March 4 to April 26, 1954, the most important factor noted vas that

RI\,

the despot of flock 1, gained the alpha position and peck- right by dominant social activities and by pecking a1l of her subordinate residential
members.

Her characteristic behavior was in accordance with the charac-

teristics of dominant hens as observed by ¥.a.sure et . &• (1934), vho
observed that dominant hens moved around freely in the flock without
being threatened 'with pecks or being pecked, and had greater precedence
over food than other subordinate residential members or the flock .

Fur-

ther, social rank was always determined by the outcome of fir st encounters
between every pair of individuals that made up the flock (Ibuglis 1948;
Allee 1951) .

Tables II aDd III give the data for ranks or birds in their

soci al hierarchies that involved the social interact ions ci ted by investigators in the above.

These tables also show there is a tendence toward a

constant percentage of pecks delivered and recei ved for a given rank.
the lower rank of the social hier archies under observation there seemed

In
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to be some difference as to rank and percentage proportion of pecks given
and received. For example, a hen ranked as a gamma bird may have given
proportionately a higher percentage of pecks than a bird in the beta rank
or alpha rank of a flock .

In one case, lack of assimilation appeared to the experimenter in
flock 3 .

SB3, a member of flock 3 ,
An examination of her crop showed that it was empty.

This case is described as follows:

died March 26, 1954.

In all probability this hen actually starved to death for she never appeared to the experimenter as an assimilated member of flock J .

She

always stayed awmy from the tray while members of the nook were feeding.
Thus she attempted to sustain her life on lean left-overs.

Her avoidance

mechanism caused the residential members of the flock to keep her on the
run from the general group.

At the start of the experiment, SB appeared
3
to be in a good state of health, but these behavioristic patterns were
apparently a part of her temperament : (1) exhibiting shyness, (2) making
alarm sounds when the experimenter entered the pen, and (3) flying into
one of the corners for protecti on from strangers.
Approximately five days before her death, SB was observed to be

3

drooping about the pen.

Finally, as if to enter into the process of lay-

ing , she entered one of the lover nests and died.

Evidence seamed to

indicate that flock frustration, peculiar emotionalism, inability to become adjusted to her new environment and illness wer e r esponsible for the
status of SB3 in f l ock 3.
The next question is, how inbred hybrid hens who are members of
more than one flock react in the flock in which they have become parttime members.

Despite some dissenting opinions about this question,

Douglis (1948) , Potter (1949), Guhl and Allee (1950) are in agreement
that hens classified as newcomers in flocks are usually dominated by the

2.3
residential. members of the flock.

Carpenter (1942) and Sabine (1951) are

strongly in support of the report that individual members of organized
groups of vertebrates tend to prevent newcomers from entering their groups.
Braddock (1949) observed in his investigation that the highest ranking fish
attacked the strange newcomers first .
in Tables IV,

v,

This is similar to results compiled

and VI, the results of which describe the interaction of

dominant hens in three nocks under observation.

The observations in this

experiment show that in general the dominant hens were the first or second
resident members of the flock to fight with transient members from a new
residential. flock.

vlb.atever the reason for the despot or alpha birds

starting the fight, the best hypothesis, according to Douglis (1948), is
that the animal in the alpha rank stands to lose more if the newcomers
were to becom.e a dominant factor in the social. hierarchy of the particular
flock . The first encounters that resident hens had in experimental flocks
with newcomers are listed as follows:

(1) dominant hens fought to subdue

strangers, (2) strangers became submissive from piercing pecks, (.3) or
dominant hens caused them to avoid other residential members in the flock .
Interactions of this nature in experimental. flocks are strongly supported
by Masure and Allee

(19.34) .

Table IV shows the status 0£ birds in group 1 (Pen 1) wen the
part-time member

YJ3i

was returned from her experimental flock, flock 2

(Pen 2), and re-introduced to flock 1 (Pen 1) .

The table also shows the

status of YB1 when she was rotated back to her experimental flock, flock 2
(Pen 2), and observed for her social status in flock 2.
rotations between flock 1 and flock 2 the newcomer

Out

YBi tJas

of thirty-six

involved in the

following interactions in her residential flock and experimental nock.
(1) During the first encounter with resident members of the experimental
flock, she fought and was subdued.

(2)

Later on YB1 was observed in
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submission, submitting to dominant birds in flock 2.
hand,

Yl3i,

by gaining the peck-right over YP

2

in the gamma rank in flock 2 .

(3)

But on the other

and RB2 , established herself

When YB was rotated back to her residential
1

flock of which she was now a part- time member, she returned to her role as
an omega hen.
In her residential flock

by subordinates in her flock.

YI3i

received 40.8% of the pecks recei ved

On the other hand in her experimental :flock,

nock 2, she gave 7.8% of all the pecks given by members of the flock and
received only 20 .8% of pecks given by more dominant hens in the social
hierarchy of this flock .

It is highly important to note that in the case

of YB1 , when in her experimental flock, she was able to lower the pecks
received in her residential flock by 20. 3%.

Two factors of significance

appear to the experimenter as being worthy to point out.

(1) As a part-

time member of flocks 1 and 2, the two flocks had no effect on the time
it took this hen to establish herself as the gamma bird in flock 2.

(2)

In spite of the experiences in flock 1 that caused inferiori ty, it vas

apparently impossible to predict the rank of YB in flock 2 from a know1
ledge of her status in flock 1. Thus it -was observed that rotated hens
usuaJ.ly did not hold the same social position in the flocks of which they
were members (Douglis 1948) .

The length of time required for assimila-

tion into a new group apparently depended largely on the status YB
1
achieved during the process of introducti on more than any other factor
observed during the period of investigation.
Table

V

shows the status of birds in group 2 (Pen 2) when the part-

time member BY2 was returned from her experimental f l ock; flock 3, and
reintr oduced to flock 2 (Pen 2) .
when she

'W8.S

The table also sho~s the status of BY

2

rotated back to her experimental flock, flock 3, (Pen 3) ,

and observed for her social status in this flock.

Out of thirty- six r ota-
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tions between flock 2 and flock 3 the newcomer, BY , was observed in flock
2
3 as being assimilated in her early period of rotation. In the first few
days she was observed feeding at the food trough with other flockmates of
the new group.

She submitted to pecks from more dominant hens in the

upper social hierarchy of flock 2 and moved over and around the circular
food trough 'When peck contacts from other hens at the gamma level, or
above, appeared to be piercing and painful.

It was further observed as

indicated in Table V that while the number of proportional pecks received
by BY2 in flock 3 rose to a higher percentage level as compared with pecks

in her residential flock, which were 2. 5% lower, she was able to give

proportionately 4.1% more pecks in flock 3 than in her residential flock .

BY2 established herself as the gamma bird

in flock 3.

She gave 15.4% of

all pecks given .
As a newcomer BY2 was involved in the following biosocial interactions in flock 3 .

(1)

By

willfully suanitting to pecks from more domi-

nant hens, she established herself as the gamma bird in flock 3.

(2) BY

2

became assimilated during the first week of the observation period in
flock 3 and ranked one rank higher in her experimental flock than in her
residential flock .

(3) BY2 showed some degree of aggressiveness as a

subordinate bird by joining the flock activities in spite of the pecks
from more dominant members of the flock.

It is significant to note that

the resident birds of flock 3 who were permanently present during the
period of investi gation reacted toward BY in the same fa3hion as toward

2

resident members holding equally the same social status.

We may account

for this relationship by the aggressive nature of BY and biosocial inter2

relations created in first encounters when the experimental bird was first
introduced to the flock.
When BY2 was returned to her residential flock, she was observed
The W. , . ., .... _ _,4_,.·ury
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to be resuming her regular role as a delta bird.

She immediately wander-

ed about the pen, pecked subservient members while feeding, and drank
water from the water fountain ~.

ill• Here she gave 11. 5% of

all the

pecks given and in turn received 20.3% of all the pecks given by the more
dominant birds of the flock.
Interactions of YB creating biosocial. patterns of inferiority

3

during the thirty- six-day observational period caused the bird to assimilate very slowly in flock 1. The dominance-subordination patterns of
behavior of YB3 passed through three stages. (1) For the first three
weeks of the observational. period, she vas totally a non-acceptable member of the experimental group.

(2) furing t he last week of observation

she was noticed slowly working her way into the lower rank of the social
hierarchy of the experimental flock.

(3) YB was gradually accepted at
3

feeding time along -with other members of the flock.
A comparison of the relations of the three experimental hens

showed that there were three degrees of assimilation with these hens
both in the residential flocks and the experimental flocks to 'Which they
were moved.

Bird YB1 had become completely assimilated with the experi-

mental flock into which she was placed as a transient member, after
approximately one week's time.

Transient hen BY2 appare."ltly was becoming
assimilated within two or three days after introduction into the experimental nock 3.

Transient member YB was subjugated to inferiorism
3
because of her avoidance mechanism and peculiar relations ,dth members

of her experimental nock.

In all three experimental. nocks when part-

time members were returned to their residential flocks, the resident hens
permanently present reacted to transient members in the same fashion as
toward resident members permanently present.

All experimental hens, when

first introduced to their residential flock wandered about the pen freely,

Z7

pecked subordinates, or sub:n:itted to peaks from more dominant members of
the residential hierarchy.

Thus a bird could belong to more than one

flock without losing her social status in her home flock .
The experimenter feels that it is possible for the ranks in flocks
of birds to be determined by the interactions between newcomers and the
residential flock in first encounters.

Further, these first encounters

cause definite forms of responses to develop betveen transient hens and
resident members which create biosocial patterns of behavior in the flock .
Thus, as members of any given flock begin to recognize superiority or
inferiority in inter-flock relations, social levels become precipitated
in the social hierarchy of the group.
In comparing dominance-subordination relations in organized flocks

of inbred hybrid hens with dominance-subordination relations in flocks of
pure bred breeds of hens, the experimenter found that dominance-subordination relations for pure breeds of hens and inbred hybrids were similar
from a psychological and physiological point of view.

This is supported

by the findings in the experiment that are in agreement with authors working in this area.

Significant factors of importance concerned with the genetic aspect
of Byline Legnorn hens were not investigated.

The study was limited to

some psychological and physiological factors of inbred hybrid hens.
These hens as observed by the experimenter were easily assimilated,
organized into well defined groups, and maintained outstanding survival
values like other members of the group GALLUS GALLUS .
for in this study.

Only

This may be accounted

in one instance did the experimenter differ with

other investigators working in this area.

Slightness of molt as claimed

by other experimenters tended to place pure breeds of hens

levels in flock hierarchies.

in subordinate

For the inbred hybrids observed in this
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experiment, slightness of molt as a factor in lowering the social level
of the birds was not significant .
this observation.

This factor may be accounted for in

Out of the three exper imental transient hens used in

the experiment, two were in slight molt.

YBi

Both of these experimental hens,

and BY2 , raised their social levels in their particular experimental

flocks {as observed in Tables V and VI) .
observation.

All are cases to support this

S~iARY AND CONCLUSION
From investigations during this experiment the author has been
able to describe the social patterns of dominance- subordination relations
in the organization of flocks of Hyline Leghorn hens, their biosocial

patterns of behavior when members of more than one flock, and their interactions that created definite patterns of behavior for the development of
a social hierarchy in residential flocks .

The data of this experiment

showed there existed among flocks of Hyline Leghorn hens a graded series
of reactions within the flocks that alloued the observer to rank the
birds in the order of social dominance.
Fm.phasis was laid on the psychological factors, physiological
and territorial inf'luences which apparently developed the social rank
for each bird in the hierarchies of each flock.

The follo'W'ing statements

will summarize important findings of this experiment:

(1) Residential members reacted toward assimilated noclanatea
in accordance with the rank of the bird.

(2)

In one case a bird was very slow in becoming assimilated
as a fiockmate.

This suggested that her reactions to the

flock might have contributed to her death in the flock .
(3)

In two cases it was observed that hens slow in the process
of assimilation were not allowed the freedom of the pen
because of developing an avoidance mechanism.

(4)

The biosocial interactions between resident hens were unaffected by the presence of part-time members.

(5) Transient hens in the upper third of the social hierarchy
became assimilated within three to five days of their
29

introduction to the flock.
(6)

Transient hens who were slow in assimilating themselves in
flocks required from three to five weeks .

(7) Transient hens in experimental flocks received and delivered
approximately the same proportion of total. pecks as did resident hens Yith similar social status.
(8)

Transient hens present in their residential flocks as only
part- time ~mbers reacted toward their resident members as
if they were present in the flock at all times .

(9)

It was possible for a transient hen to become assimilated in
more than one flock and at the same time maintain a different
social status in the other flocks.

(10)

Once the social ranks of the three flocks were established
each flock was observed as being stable .

(11)

In becoming assimilated. into a new group, hens passed through
three stages; namely, a fight stage, a period of submission,
and a peaceful stage .

The time required to reach the peace-

ful stage varied 'With the experimental hens and the group
into which they were to become adjusted.
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